This paper presents an overview of a new application specifically developed for the planning and scheduling of sublevel caving (SLC) 
Introduction
The SLC mining method is a mass mining method in which all material to be mined needs to be blasted. In this sense, it differs from the block cave mining method which relies on gravity and stresses to fragment most of the rock to be mined. Because of the need to blast the rock, the orebody has to be divided into a regular network of tunnels. A good overall description of the method is given by Bull and Page (2000) .
A significant challenge in the design and modelling of any SLC project is the estimation, management and control of dilution. This is strongly affected by tunnel spacing, draw strategy and rock mass characteristics.
The SLC method functions on the principle that the ore is fragmented by blasting, while the overlying host rock fractures and caves in under the action of mining induced stresses and gravity. It is a 'top down' method, with ore being extracted level by level working downwards through the orebody. The caved waste rock from the overlying rock mass fills the void created by ore extraction. Figure 1 shows a schematic view through a SLC mine. The orebody is divided into sublevels at regular vertical spacing. A network of production drifts are developed across the full width of the orebody footprint at predetermined horizontal spacing. The volume of ore immediately above each sublevel production drift is drilled with long holes in a fan or ring pattern. The drilling is undertaken as a separate operation, and completed well before blasting and loading commence (Bull and Page, 2000) .
A significant part of planning and scheduling a SLC project revolves around the estimation of mineable grades resulting from the mixing and diluting processes. In this paper, we describe how this mixing can be simulated using a technique known as template mixing (TM) (Diering, 2007) . However, the mine planning process is much more than simply simulating the mixing process. We also have to consider the process of setting up the problem (tunnels, rings, orientation, spacing, etc.) and the scheduling logistics of ring development rate and sequence, tie in with development scheduling, tunnelling and other mining constraints. This new mine planning tool is called PCSLC (Module specially designed for Sublevel Caving mine and project) and it aims to provide a rich set of tools to assist with the whole planning process, not just the material flow.
Principles of PCSLC
The PCSLC development tool is being done in conjunction with SRK Consulting enabling Gemcom to take advantage of the considerable SLC experience gained by SRK over the years. This experience is proving invaluable during the calibration, testing and evaluation of this new tool. In essence, the overall process is as follows:
• identifying the ore zone to be modelled as a sublevel cave
• generation of a set of tunnels based on the tunnel spacing and orientation required
• generation of rings from tunnels; this will use one (or more) ring geometries, based on the distribution of the levels or specific requirements for example slot tunnels
• generation of cells from rings; these are the lowest building blocks for the TM flow modelling
• insertion of grades and other attributes from block models into cells
• reconciliation of sum of cells against independent ring volumetrics
• reporting of ring and cell tonnes and grades (this should be an in situ report of reserves contained in the layout)
• preparation of dilution modelling strategy, which can be based on different sources, quality and amount of dilution tonnage
• set up of production scheduling information for development rates, sequence, extraction percentages, etc.
• the production scheduler has some specific input as follow:
○ classification of tunnels into levels and rings into tunnels ○ maximum mining rate per tunnel ○ maximum % extraction from each ring ○ flow fractions (e.g. the 'template' for the TM algorithm)
○ basis for closing each ring -grade based or tonnage based.
Getting started
Basically this tool will enable users to create a realistic model to assess a SLC project dividing the ore zone into a set of tunnels and rings using a specific geometry for each level and assigning the information to each ring directly from the block model. The basic information necessary to start work with PCSLC is the shape of the ore zone. This leads into setup of tunnels and block model data, which is the main source of information of grades (e.g. copper (Cu), gold (Au), silver (Ag)), density (in situ) and rock types (used to distinguish ore material from dilution material and in some cases, previously caved material).
PCSLC is fully integrated into Geology and Mine Planning Software Gemcom GEMS TM (Gemcom, 2009 ) so that it can effectively use all the information available for a project such as drill holes, surfaces, geological models, tunnels, etc.).
Tunnel layout construction
The tunnel layout construction process is a very simple yet flexible step allowing the creation of several alternatives in a few minutes. The main input for this step is the geometric definition of the area to be modelled; basically it requires the following definitions:
• tunnel cross section
• layout definition (vertical distance between levels and tunnel spacing)
• orientation of the tunnels
• number of the tunnels and levels to be created
• the length of the tunnel could be the same for all of them or each tunnel could be trimmed automatically following the shape of the orebody after the creation. This option allows quick approximation of the real length of the tunnels. Figure 1 shows an example of the creation of the tunnel layout and the trimming results after. This example has two areas each with different geometry and orientation. 
Generation of rings
After the tunnels are created the next step is to generate the rings associated with each tunnel. This option allows creation of all of the rings in one step even if they have different cross sectional geometry. This tool enables creation of rings using parameters such as ring burden and inclination to get a correct volume of the ring in 3D and to report the tonnage and grade correctly. The ring burden defines the distance between each ring in the tunnel and ring inclination allows inclining the polygon ring toward the cave. The ring creation process includes these steps: 1) define the ring geometry for each level; and 2) identify for each tunnel the ring geometry to use in the creation process. Figure 2 shows an example of ring generation where the top level has different geometry than the rest of the levels. Figure 3 shows a few examples in 3D of the rings created for three different projects where the geometry of the orebody and the tunnel orientation were very important for a correct representation and evaluation for these projects. In some projects the number of rings could exceed 50,000 distributed in more than 1,000 tunnels. 
Figure 2 Ring generation example

Material mixing
Material mixing is really important in the evaluation of a SLC project, when a ring is blasted the first part of the ring is drawn cleanly but then waste from above and behind the ring starts to come into the draw point and a mixture of ore and waste is drawn. The proportion of waste increases until shut-off or ring extraction percentage is reached.
When draw from each ring is stopped, some ore will be left behind. The remnant ore mixes with the previous ore/waste in the cave and this 'dilution' material increases in grade as the cave matures. Dilution is any material (barren or mineralised waste and remnants of ore from previously drawn rings) that is not part of the current fired ring (Bull and Page, 2000) . The material mixing is a key element that any mine planning tool for SLC mine must incorporate to generate reliable results. Much work has been done to try to understand the material mixing process in an active SLC mine and a common problem encountered in this work is that of problem size and computation time (Diering, 2007) . The mixing model applied in this tool is called 'template mixing' and it is a modification of the original mixing algorithm developed for block caving mines within the software system called PCBC developed by Gemcom Software International. This new algorithm has been developed specifically for use within a production scheduler. This differentiates it from some of the other flow models such as REBOP and Cellular Automata (Alfaro and Saavedra, 2004) . The objective of the template mixing also differs from some other approaches. There are two approaches: 1) to try to understand the nature of the gravity flow, draw cones, draw radius, draw cone interaction, etc.; and 2) for a given set of flow conditions, to try to predict the material which will be extracted at draw points for use in a production schedule. The template mixing focuses on the latter approach (Diering, 2007) .
Methodology
In setting up the template mixing algorithm, the underlying rules for material flow in a sublevel cave needed to be identified and clarified. This can either be extremely complex if one goes into the detailed flow mechanisms or it can be quite simple if we take an overview of the whole process. We have used the latter approach. Some of the key rules and drivers are as follows:
• gravity is the main driving force, it acts vertically downwards
• material can only move into a gap left by other material (e.g. we cannot have overlap of material)
• broken material is generally less dense than intact material, this is referred to as the swell factor
• solid or intact material does not move
• the material from the rings is only available to be moved after it is been blasted
• the waste material outside of the rings needs to be analysed specifically based on the host rock properties.
The hard part is to decide how the material 'moves into the gap'. The template mixing routine defines a number of rules in the form of a template linking each material element with its neighbours. Each element can be depleted and when sufficiently depleted, it needs to be replenished. The template is used for this process combining spatial, geotechnical and some randomisation considerations. The algorithm is applied in a recursive manner throughout the whole model (Diering, 2007) .
Internal cells definition
The movement of the material inside the rings is controlled by a regular element called 'internal cell'. The internal cells can have different sizes and depending on the level of the details and the amount of the rings to be modelled it could be one cell per ring or multiple cells per ring. Calibration work shows that in some cases one cell should be enough to get reliable results for prefeasibility or feasibility study. Figure 4 shows an example of multiple cells per ring.
Figure 4 Example of multiple cells per ring
Strategy for boundary waste model
There are various ways to treat waste material in PCSLC depending of the location of the orebody and the geotechnical condition of the ore and the host rock. This material can be allocated dynamically when production schedule simulates the depletion, using what is called sequential mixing based on the amount of the waste material available.
It provides a realistic model for waste ingress and several options to create more complex scenarios. Some examples are described below:
• If the ore zone is located close to the surface or below an open pit, only a limited amount of waste material can fail gradually over time from the old pit/cave sides. The best way to model this effect is enabling certain amounts of material to move per period during the schedule run trying to simulate the toppling effect.
• When the ore zone is located very deep an infinite amount of the waste material can cave and move down. In this case it is necessary to have waste material available to mix with ore all of the time.
• Another option is to leave a buffer of ore between the waste material and the first level, with the intent to reduce the effect of the waste ingress. In this case the dilution from the top has grade so it is necessary to model this material precisely, to allocate the correct information directly from the block model to be used in the mixing process. Figure 5 shows an example of a solid on top of some rings to enable block selection to allocate certain amounts of waste material. Blocks in the block model which overlie rings which can receive this boundary waste material are flagged. Then as rings which are close to these blocks are mined, the boundary waste material is able to flow into the rings. A cap on the amount of boundary material is set. In addition, it is possible to add a fixed amount of additional boundary material for each period in a schedule. 
Neighbour calculations
This is an internal process as pre-preparation for the template mixing (production schedule run). The program computes a linkage between all the cells of all the rings so that as material in each cell is depleted, it can get replenished from connecting or neighbouring cells. Weights for neighbouring cells are such that movement will be mostly vertically downwards with less horizontal movement. The adjustment of the neighbour parameters is one of the key adjustments which are made as the template mixing process was calibrated against other systems for example using REBOP. The method to calculate the neighbours uses a 3D cone to select cells or blocks within the cone that are used to build weights. These weights are calculated using sampling points within the cone. Then each sampling point is matched to the closest ring or block and its weight contribution is added to that ring or block ( Figure 6 ).
Figure 6 Example of the neighbour calculations
The linkage between the cells and weights for selected trace rings are displayed in the Figure 7 . Trace is a terminology use to describe a selection of rings to get full details of the calculation behind, in this case the trace is used to display and evaluate the links created). Once cells have been generated, it is possible to assign tonnage and grade to each of the rings and then generate an in situ ring. Figure 8 shows an example with 215 tunnels and more than 5,000 rings over seven levels. Table 1 shows an example of the in situ SLC report showing rings, tonnage and grade per level. These numbers are useful to compare against the recovery and the dilution reported from the production scheduler. 
Figure 8 SLC example with seven levels and 215 tunnels
Lv400 Production schedule
This is one of the main components of PCSLC. Figure 9 shows a diagram with the inputs required to generate a schedule. The first input is a model based on a combination of tunnels and rings. Then the sequence is used to assign an order for ring depletion and the tonnes extracted per ring are in accordance with the percent extraction per ring. It provides the ability to run different options quickly and to incorporate the typical mining constraints to get reliable results. Some of the inputs are as follows:
• extraction percentage per ring or per level
• maximum rings to open per tunnel per period
• minimum and maximum tonnages per day to extract
• minimum and maximum tonnes to extract from a ring in one day
• define shut-off grade for ring closure (if it is used). 
Create sequence for ring opening
The opening sequence enables the user to incorporate rings into the depletion as blasted rings. It is one of the most important parameters since, obviously only one ring is blasted and active per tunnel. So to achieve the production requested one needs several tunnels and/or several levels active in the same period. One can (and needs to) set up and compare several different sequences to assess the impact of the sequence on production capacity.
The easiest way to define the sequence is creating a surface to indicate the angle and shape of the opening front per level. Steps to create the sequence are as follows:
• load up reference lines and tunnels
• create top and bottom sequence line, indicating the dip and the azimuth based on lead/lag between adjacent tunnels using lines shown schematically in Figure 10 • create a triangulated irregular network (TIN) surface.
Figure 10
Example of reference lines used to create the surface for opening sequence Figure 11 shows an example of the sequence generation using a surface, the arrow indicates the opening order going from top to bottom.
Figure 11 Example of sequence surface and corresponding sequence
As the sequence is just an order to open the ring, it can be further manipulated in Microsoft Excel to either change the sequence for different levels or to manipulate the sequence to have more than one opening front in the same level. Figure 12 shows a useful chart which allows pre-inspecting of how many levels will be active at any one time, based on the given sequence. In this example, we can see that there will mostly be two levels active at the same time and only some overlap at the end of the first level when the third starts. So it gives a good overlap to maintain the production. 
Level elevation
Sequence number Figure 12 Chart to check how many levels will be active at the same time based on the sequence Figure 13 shows the 'bandwidth' for the sequence applied in the layout shown in Figure 12 . There is a natural constraint in SLC which says that we cannot have two rings open at any one time in the same tunnel. If we open the rings in a given sequence, then the difference in sequence number will determine the maximum number of tunnels which can be active. We can see that for the initial part of the sequence (or schedule), there would be less than 60 tunnels. This will then start decreasing as the lower levels are opened. This happens because lower levels have fewer rings since the orebody is getting smaller. It should indicate that if we want to keep a constant bandwidth we should need to have more levels active at the same time. 
Requested tonnage for schedule
Once the opening sequence is created, the tonnes engine requires an input spreadsheet containing a list of time periods with requested tonnage as shown in Table 2 . 
Rules for closing rings/tunnels
Rings close when their tonnes exceed the extraction percentage or the shut-off grade is reached. Tunnels close when there are no more rings left in the tunnel. Typically, higher rings may have lower percentage extractions to minimise top dilution entry. Lower rings would then have higher percentage extractions to attempt to recover material not mined from the higher levels. Table 3 shows the extraction percentage per level used in this example. 
Project examples
Several projects were successfully run using this tool. Following is a list of test projects completed during the development stage:
• small example, several small rings
• sandbox, larger problem for more realistic runs
• calibration project with external results from REBOP
• maxum project, full sized fictitious project (described previously in this paper).
Reporting options
There are various reports which can be generated using PCSLC schedule and sequencing results. Some of these are shown below. Note that these reports are really useful to analyse the result of the production schedule and identify possible areas for improvement such as:
• full schedule in Excel
• total tonnes versus time • sequence plot to show active levels
• total tonnes reconciliation report
• rings opened per time
• in situ tonnes report (total of all ring tonnes). Table 4 shows an example of the full production schedule in Microsoft Excel. This report provides useful information about the number of rings opened, active and closed by period, tonnage requested and depleted, and Cu and Au grade are reported by period. Additional information also can be reported such as lithology information or the level from which material originates for calibration or tracking purpose. In this example the material allocated in each level is reported when this is extracted (Level 550 to Level 400 and dilution percentage). Additional reporting could be created by level or by tunnel to analyse the results of the schedule in detail. Figure 14 shows the tonnage and rings active by level. 
Figure 14 Example of the bandwidth concept from the sequence
The graph on the left side of Figure 15 shows an example of a schedule in which the target tonnes are not met. This is fixed easily by doing some adjustments to the sequence, or allowing blasting of more rings per month or increasing the mining rate from each tunnel. The improvements are shown on the right side of the figure.
Schedule (tonnage by period) Schedule (tonnage by period) Figure 15 Example of the schedule result from PCSLC
Calibration versus REBOP
A calibration of the mixing model was done against REBOP. A small project was set up with four levels. Then recovery of material, starting in higher levels recovered from lower levels, can be plotted and compared with PCSLC. A sample plot for this type of calibration is shown in Figures 16 and 17 .
A few runs were done to calibrate PCSLC mixing parameters and Figure 18 shows a summary of the overall ore recovery and dilution reported under different circumstance (for example change the extraction percentage per level). It shows a good agreement between REBOP and PCSLC. 
Conclusion
PCSLC is a new mine planning tool for sublevel caving mines. It has been used in several real projects successfully. The program is relatively simple to use and reasonable results can be obtained with a relatively small amount of input data. Improved input can be used to produce refined results -to a point. The system is fully integrated with Gemcom GEMS allowing one to incorporate all the data available from the project.
The mixing algorithm is much faster than other software allowing evaluation of the completed project with a good level of detail. It should be possible to solve problems of up to 50,000 rings distributed over more than 1,000 tunnels.
PCSLC has been developed as a joint venture initiative between Gemcom Software International Inc. and SRK Consulting in Vancouver and this assistance is gratefully acknowledged. The development process for PCSLC has also been significantly enhanced by collaborative projects with key clients. This has allowed us to incorporate the experience and knowledge to create a better tool.
The next phase of the development of PCSLC will look at the actual drill/blast/load logic in a typical SLC project. If we track the time for drilling and loading separately, then we should be better suited to check the effect on tunnel performance due to parameters such as the percentage extraction of rings.
